
MIGRATION SERVICES
Atlantic.Net understands that migrating your production and development environments can be daunting for IT
departments that are often already stretched thin. Below, we have outlined our three main migration services.
Most of our clients will find one of them to be a perfect fit for their needs.

If you have custom requirements, that’s not a problem! Your Atlantic.Net Sales Representative, along with an
Atlantic.Net Managed Services Engineer, will develop a custom-fit plan for your team. You will be able to use
your migration credit towards a higher tier of migration services. Atlantic.Net strives to never say no and
always provide a pathway to success!
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The Standard Migration service includes migrating defined data directories from your current system, either
on-premise or at another provider. Atlantic.Net’s Security Operations Center (SOC) handles the data migration and
will ensure that all of your desired data makes it into your new environment. Our skilled team of experts perform
such migrations for new clients daily, including cPanel migrations, file share migrations, and Plesk migrations.

Atlantic.Net offers three types of migration service to suit your business needs:

Standard Migrations

We aim to not only make the entire migration process seamless, but also provide an affordable service to our
clients. Atlantic.Net understands that a migration service can be cost prohibitive for clients who can’t perform one
on their own, so we created a Migration Success program to assist. If a customer brings a new environment to
Atlantic.Net and the account meets a minimum revenue requirement of $300, a migration credit will be applied to
the account associated with the migration. This migration credit has a 4-hour maximum limit, which is an $800
value.*
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The next step up is the Atlantic.Net Advanced Migration service. Your migration will be assigned to a dedicated
engineer who will discuss your current and new environment plans, review your current and new environments to
ensure compatibility, and assist with planning the migration.

Once both parties are confident in the migration plan, the Atlantic.Net engineer will set up systems that fall under
Atlantic.Net’s scope of support for Managed Services, migrate all specified data, and verify that the new
environment is working correctly per the migration plan. The customer will then sign off on the migration when
completed.

MIGRATION SERVICES TIERS

Advanced Migrations

As with our Standard Migration, we aim to make the Advanced Migration seamless and affordable, with prices
that represent some of the most competitive in the industry. The Advanced Migration package is available with
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*Terms and Conditions Apply

A migration credit will be applied to the account for this migration if the customer is bringing a new environment
to Atlantic.Net, the customer opts for Atlantic.Net’s Managed Services per VM, and the minimum revenue of
$500 with a 12-month commitment is met. There is a 10-hour maximum limit for the migration credit which is
a $3,000 value.*

the popular Atlantic.Net Migration Success program.

Enterprise Migrations include everything from the Standard and Advanced migration services with the added
feature of allowing our engineering department to perform complete bare metal restores (BMR) or Physical to
Virtual migrations (P2V).

We pride ourselves on the expertise of our Professional Services teams, as they have decades of experience
between them and are true experts in their field. After the initial steps of an Advanced Migration have been
completed, Atlantic.Net engineers will utilize specialist software that will perform a pre-seed of your current
environment to our Cloud environments.

This will help minimize configuration changes that are required on the customer side of the migration plan as well
as enable testing of the systems before any cutovers with current software that is installed.

Enterprise workloads are usually the most challenging migrations. We will assign the specific number of engineers
needed for your migration project. Planning is everything, but we are also fully aware that many clients expect a
fast migration.

Again, as with our Standard and Advanced Migration options, our Enterprise Migration is designed to be seamless
and competitively priced, and the enterprise migration package is available with the popular Atlantic.Net
Migration Success program. A migration credit will be applied to the account for this migration if the customer is
bringing a new environment to Atlantic.Net, the customer opts for Atlantic.Net’s Managed Services per VM, and
the minimum revenue of $1,000 with a 12-month commitment is met. There is a 20-hour maximum limit for the
migration credit which is a $6,000 value.*

No two migrations are the same, and our expertise in cloud migration will deliver your migration project as quickly
as possible; most scenarios can be completed with near-zero downtime.
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MIGRATION SERVICES

Secure Cloud Services

Enterprise Migrations

Atlantic.Net stands ready to help you attain fast compliance with a range of certifications, such as SOC 2
and SOC 3, HIPAA, and HITECH, all with 24x7x365 support, monitoring, and world-class data center
infrastructure. For faster application deployment, free IT architecture design, and assessment, visit us at
www.atlantic.net, call 888-618-DATA (3282), or email us at sales@atlantic.net.

Ready to Find Out More?
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